Author. Manuscripts (1968) of “Your Horoscope,” children’s stories, and books (1973–1975), all written by Martin; magazines (1966–1975), some containing stories by Martin; and biographical information on Cy Martin, who wrote under the pen name of William Stillman Keezer.

Box 1
True Frontier: December 1971.
Outlaws of the Old West: October 1972.
Mental Health and Human Behavior (3rd ed.) by William S. Keezer.
The History of Astrology by Zolar.

Box 2
Folder:
1. Workbook and experiments in physiological psychology.
2. Workbook for physiological psychology.
3. Cagliostro history.
4. Biographical notes on W.S. Keezer (pen name Cy Martin).
5. Miscellaneous stories (one by Venerable Ancestor Zerkee, others by Grandpa Doc).
Frontier Times: January 1969.

Great West: December 1972.

Real Frontier: April 1971.

Box 3


Western Digest: November 1969 (2 copies).


Box 4

Mental Health and Human Behavior (1st and 2nd eds.) by William S. Keezer.


Typed manuscript of Your Horoscope by William S. Keezer using the pseudonym Jon M. Henri.

Rosicrucian Digest: January 1965.


The Quarterly Messenger of the Phi Beta Pi – Theta Kappa Psi International Medical Fraternity: Fall 1963.

American Journal of Nursing: February 1966

Box 5

Box 6

Box 7
The Encyclopedia of Ancient and Forbidden Knowledge by Zolar.

True Frontier: April 1977.


Separated out and sent to the Western History Library:

The Whisky Drummer by Cy Martin.

The Marshal of Packersville by Cy Martin.

Hell at White Pass by Cy Martin.

Gold Rush Narrow Gauge by Cy Martin (2 copies).

Gold and Where They Found It by Cy Martin and Jennie Martin.

Whiskey and Wild Women by Cy Martin.

The Saga of the Buffalo by Cy Martin (2 copies, one paper and one hardback).